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Introduction

The NozzleCheck valve was developed in 1935 to eliminate damaging pressure surge transients

cause by the rapid closure of pump discharge check valves in response to pump trips. The first

NozzleCheck was installed in a commercial nuclear plant in 1972, as a root-cause solution to water

hammer transients that fractured feed system piping. There are now more than 1000 NozzleCheck

valves installed in nuclear plants worldwide that have solved the most difficult application challenges.

Enertech, as the exclusive worldwide manufacturer of safety related and ASME Section III

NozzleChecks, continues to support the nuclear industry with this unique valve technology.

This document collection provides technical information on the dynamic performance of NozzleCheck

valves, in addition to case studies that document the increases in system reliability realized by

replacing swing check valves with NozzleCheck designs. We look forward to discussing this

information with you and offering a cost effective solution to your pressure surge problems. Please

contact your Enertech Regional Manager or our main office at 714-528-2301 to discuss your water

hammer/pressure surge related problems.

For additional information contact: Rob Gormley
Enertech
Senior Product Manager
NozzleCheck Valves
714-528-2301 x 232
rgormley@curtisswright.com
www.enertech.ws
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ABSTRACT
A comprehensive set of dynamic response
curves is essential to selecting the optimum
check valve design for applications
susceptible to pressure surge.  This paper
illustrates the accuracy of these curves by
calculating expected performance and
comparing this to actual system response
measured during transients.  By using the
dynamic test results and the analytical
sizing methodology illustrated in this paper,
design engineers can accurately predict the
performance of various axial flow check
valves before they are purchased and
installed.    Variables such as disc
geometry, bearing design, spring selection,
and internal component configuration
contribute greatly to the dynamic
performance of axial flow check valves.
This paper analyses how dynamic
performance can be controlled by proper
selection of these variables. 

INTRODUCTION
Steady State and Dynamic flow loop testing
(Ref. 1,2,3,4,5) has been completed on a
number of, axial flow check valves designed
for use in Nuclear plants.  This testing offers
the design engineer the ability to evaluate
these designs as solutions for applications
experiencing damage due to pressure
surge.  This paper will identify nuclear plant
applications susceptible to pressure surge,
describe the need for dynamic testing,
summarize the test methodology and
provide a step-by-step approach to using
the curves, including examples of actual
applications.

Check valves are utilized in numerous
applications throughout Nuclear Power
plants to prevent reverse flow of fluids.  One
of the most common uses for check valves
is at the discharge of pumps to prevent
reverse flow while a pump is in standby.
This ensures that pumps do not rotate
backwards and system inventory is not
depleted when pumps are placed in standby
with the discharge isolation valve left open. 

In most cases, a swing check was the
original valve design specified for Balance
of Plant (BOP) and Safety Related pump
discharge applications.  During the design
phase, consideration of a pump-discharge
check valve’s dynamic performance
characteristic was rarely factored into the
design specifications.   Swing checks, and
to a lesser extent, duo-disk check valves,
were chosen for pump discharge
applications based mainly on their price,
flow capacity, seat leakage capability and
conformance to ANSI B31.1 and ASME
Section III design criteria. Steady state
operating pressures are greatly exceeded
during severe pressure spikes resulting
from rapid check valve closure during pump
trips and gas expansion transients.  Design
specifications were typically written around
steady state performance criteria, not the
more limiting transient condition. 
Transient surge pressures will evolve in
a piping system when fluid velocity is
changed rapidly. This can occur by rapid
valve closure or opening or vapor
pocket collapse.  Resultant forces
exerted by pressure surge have caused



pipe movement damaging supports and
anchors, fractured pipe, over-ranged
gages and forced pumps/motors out of
alignment.  High transient pressures
have also resulted in rupture of
upstream and downstream piping. 

All Nuclear Power plants have
applications susceptible to pressure
spikes, of varying degrees of severity,
caused by the rapid closing of check
valves.  Some plants are fortunate to
have system configurations that do not
generate pressure surges high enough
to cause damage or exceed design
pressures.  In many cases, pump start-
up and shutdown procedures have been
modified requiring an “Operator Work
Around.”  Operations personnel are
dispatched to the pump to close the
manually operated discharge isolation
valve on a pump being placed in
standby.  After the pump is secured, the
discharge valve is typically reopened.
Another option is to install accumulators
at the discharge of pumps to absorb the
pressure surge after a pump trip.

There are some sites that have replaced
originally supplied check valves with
similar or alternate designs in an effort
to eliminate problems associated with
pressure surge.  For the nuclear plants
in the process of implementing design
changes to eliminate the potential for
damage due to pressure surge or to
remove the need for an Operator Work
Around, having the data needed to
accurately calculate the dynamic
performance of a replacement check
valve design is essential. As an example
contrasting the performance of a swing
check vs. an axial flow check valve, see
Figure 1.  Check valve “A” is an axial
flow design, valve “B” is a swing check.
The resultant pressure surge with an
axial flow design is roughly ten times
less due to the low mass disc, short
stroke and fast closure time
characteristic of axial flow check valve
designs.  How does an engineer

determine the maximum pressure surge
as a function of check valve
performance? 

The only way to accurately predict the
dynamic performance of a check valve
is to conduct testing that determines
accurate reverse velocity (VR) vs.
system deceleration (dV/dT) curves.
Although a check valve design may look
similar, seemingly irrelevant differences
can provide vastly different dynamic test
results.  Swing check valves with lever
arms will react differently than standard
swing checks.  Axial flow check valves
that are center guided with multiple
bearing surfaces will react differently to
rapid flow reversal than ring shaped,
floating disc designs.  

The design engineer or system engineer
tasked with eliminating problems related
to pressure surge must have access to
dynamic test results in addition to the
experience to know how to use them.
They must also be familiar with the
various check valve designs available
and recognize the differences that affect
dynamic performance.   One important
lesson learned in the Nuclear Industry is
that valves of similar design may have
exceedingly different performance
characteristics.  As an example, when
the operating torque required for
symmetric butterfly valves is used to
size double or triple offset butterfly valve
actuators, the result is an undersized
actuator.  Although symmetric and high
performance butterfly valves both
contain very similar components, disc,
shaft, bearings, the torque required for
seating and unseating is vastly different.
With all valve designs, the engineer
must be careful not to assume valve
performance characteristics based on
generic valve types.  As illustrated in
this paper, seemingly similar axial flow
designs will have different dynamic
performance characteristics.



SYSTEMS SUSCEPTIBLE TO CHECK
VALVE INDUCED PRESSURE SURGE IN
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 

Systems at risk are those with multiple
pumps discharging to a common discharge
header and those with one or two pumps
that discharge against a high head.  There
are also applications, such as Residual
Heat Removal, that have experienced high
pressure spikes generated as the result of
gas expansion after the restart of pumps
following a Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP).   

Parallel pump configurations - Service
Water, Heater Drain, Cooling Tower
Makeup, Screen Wash & Component
Cooling Water Systems

These systems are typically configured with
multiple pumps in parallel, See Figure 2,
with one pump in standby and either one or
two pumps running, depending on the
cooling load required.   A loss of power to
one running pump, or an intentional pump
trip, can cause a damaging pressure
transient.  Once the tripped pump begins to
coast down the standby pump starts
automatically.  The pressure between the
tripped pump and the associated check
valve drops below the header pressure.
Provided other pumps continue to feed the
common header or a high discharge head
exists, flow will quickly reverse and run from
the header to the pump discharge closing
the check valve. The instant the check valve
closes, the fluid momentum is transferred
into a pressure wave that travels
downstream causing a spike in downstream
pressure. This scenario takes place in
typically less than one second.

Generally, the worst case configuration is
the trip of one pump while the other pumps
continue to run discharging to the common
header.  Observed in some applications is a
high transient pressure both upstream and
downstream of the check valve.   Upstream
pressures are caused by column separation

and may exceed the peaks measured on
the downstream side.  

High Head - Main Feed System

High head applications such as Main Feed,
Main Feed Booster and Condensate pumps
are at risk of severe pressure surge
transients if one or all of the running pumps
were to trip.  One Nuclear Plant designed
with two 100% duty Main Feed pumps
experienced severe pipe movement causing
fractures and serious damage, but no pipe
rupture (Ref. 11).  When alternating pumps,
this site started the shutdown pump and
secured the previously running pump after
the system became stable.  This evolution
was done at reduced power levels.  When
the pump was secured, a large pressure
transient was initiated.  The damage was
due to the delayed closure of the installed
swing check valves.  When the check
valves closed during high reverse velocity a
large downstream pressure spike occurred.
This was followed by the formation of a
vapor cavity on the upstream side, which
quickly collapsed causing additional
pressure spikes. This incident was one of
the precursors to further in-depth studies on
the affect of various check valve designs
and their ability to mitigate pressure surge.

Vapor Bubble Recoil - RHR System

Residual Heat Removal Systems typically
incorporate a vertical, U-tube heat
exchanger where non-condensable gasses
may accumulate.  After a Loss of Offsite
Power (LOOP) event, the RHR pumps lose
power causing this gas bubble to expand.
Once the Emergency Diesel Generators
start and load the Essential Bus, the RHR
pumps receive a start signal.  During the
pump start transient, there is a pressure
surge due to the fluid momentum that
compresses the gas bubble in the heat
exchangers which subsequently expands
once the pressure drops to steady state
levels causing the check valves to slam
closed.  



In an effort to isolate the cause of high
pressure transients associated with a
specific RHR application, Enertech
instrumented an RHR system as illustrated
in Figure 3.   The RHR pump was started
after instrumenting the loop using
instrumentation of a sampling rate of 2,500
to 50,000 samples per second (SPS).  This
was electronically reduced to either 250
SPS or 5,000 SPS depending on the
resolution needed to analyze the specific
event.  This instrumentation included
position indicators (pos.) and
accelerometers (accl.) on pump suction,
discharge and header check valves and
pressure (press) transducers in various
locations as indicated in Figure 3.  During
this transient, caused by the recoil of a
vapor pocket trapped in the high point of the
RHR heat exchanger, a pressure spike of
over 500 psig was recorded in the pump
suction line.  This was due to column
separation and subsequent collapse after
the discharge swing check valve slammed
closed.  

DYNAMIC TESTING

What tools will dynamic testing offer the
Design Engineer?

When a check valve is being evaluated for
purchase as a replacement for an existing
design, a modification package and the
issuance of design specifications control the
process.  Valve data sheets and a request
for quotation to various vendors are issued
that ideally, illustrate all service, testing and
design conditions that the valve must meet.
Critical check valve characteristics vary
based on the application but generally
contain some minimum requirements such
as:

•   Size and Pressure class
•   Pressure Retaining Material Spec’s
•   Trim Material Specifications
•   Minimum Cv

• Vmin (the velocity required to maintain a
check valve disc in full open position
without oscillation).

•   Hydro and Seat Leakage Test Criteria

Rarely, if ever, do nuclear plants request
that a check valve manufacturer provide
dynamic performance curves.  In
applications susceptible to water hammer,
this information is as critical as minimum
Cv, weight, or pressure/temperature
limitations.  Having access to dynamic
response curves will allow the design
engineer to accurately calculate the
resulting pressure surge magnitude affected
by installing the replacement valve.  To use
these curves will require either:

• The dynamic response curves of both the
original and the replacement check valve
and the magnitude of pressure surge
experienced with the original valve
installed, or

• The maximum fluid deceleration through
the check valve determined by hand
calculations for a simple system or via
computer generated hydraulic model for
more complex systems.  In addition, the
engineer must have dynamic response
curves for the check valve being
evaluated for purchase and installation.

By taking advantage of these available
curves, the design engineer will have the
data necessary to calculate the new,
resultant pressure surge under various
transient conditions. This  information can
be used to:

• evaluate the cost-effectiveness of the
modification prior to approval

• provide data necessary to compare other
options such as air vessels or other
system modifications

• select the most economical check valve
design that limits pressure below the
level where damage may occur to
system components

• improve the accuracy of hydraulic system
models



By eliminating the uncertainty of how a new
check valve design will mitigate transient
pressures, the cost justification process is
made much easier.  It allows the engineer to
determine which valve designs will meet the
transient design criteria.  Once the
acceptable options are selected, regarding
dynamic performance, a more detailed
comparison can be made using other
criteria important in selecting the best
option.  Cost, delivery, Vmin, CV, will likely
play an important role in making the
optimum selection of check valve design.
This design information also allows plant
management to assign the appropriate
weight/value to a pressure surge reduction
project if they know the final result prior to
making an investment in a plant
modification.  These projects will be
competing for limited budgets alongside
other projects that can also increase plant
efficiency and/or safety. 

How is check valve dynamic
performance modeled in a flow loop?

Valve manufacturers providing check valves
to Nuclear plants for critical applications,
both safety related and Balance of Plant
(BOP) should be responsible for conducting
flow tests to determine steady state and
dynamic performance of their product.
Steady state testing will identify
characteristics specific to the valve design
such as flow capacity (Cv), the velocity
required to fully open the check valve (V0 ),
Vmin and the liquid pressure recovery factor
(FL).  This information is useful in calculating
pressure drops, cavitation, choke points and
predicting degradation of the check valve
internals. Dynamic testing provides
information characterizing a check valve’s
ability to react to rapidly changing system
conditions that generate a rapid
deceleration of fluid.  

Dynamic test loops are designed to
generate variable rates of fluid deceleration
through a check valve.  This rapid

deceleration closely resembles the
conditions associated with a pump trip or
the recoil of a gas bubble in downstream
piping.  The test loops are instrumented to
record the ability of the specific check valve
to react to the change in forces acting on
the disc.  A typical test will measure time,
flow/velocity, valve position and upstream
and downstream pressure.   Figure 4
illustrates velocity, disc position, upstream
pressure, downstream pressure and
differential pressure as a function of time.
The elapsed time is 1 second.  

This data is used to calculate:

• average dv/dt at the start of the transient
• maximum reverse velocity at the instant

of initial disc closure

The test is repeated at different
decelerations until sufficient data points
have been collected to allow a plot to be
generated comparing VR (The reverse
velocity at the instant of check valve
closure) to dv/dt.

VRmax = f (dv/dt)
 
This curve is referred to as the check
valve’s dynamic performance curve and can
be used to determine the maximum reverse
velocity based on a given system
deceleration. For each one foot per second
change of velocity a pressure change of
approximately 50-60 psi occurs for metal
pipes.   Using the Joukowski equation, the
maximum reverse velocity can be used to
calculate the resulting pressure surge.

ravp ρ±=∆

closure valve
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Axial flow and duo-disc check valves,
among others, utilize a spring to apply a
force to the obturator in the closed
direction.  With the wide range of
potential spring rates available for use in
any one check valve design, it is
impractical to perform dynamic testing
for each potential spring selection.  It is
also not economically justified to test
every size of a given check valve
design.  Fortunately, a method exists to
incorporate these variables, valve size
and spring force, into a dimensionless
form of a dynamic response curve.
These curves allow check valves that
are geometrically similar, but of different
sizes and spring forces, to be
characterized by one performance
dimensionless curve.  A 32” valve of a
specific design will have different
dynamic characteristics than a 12”
version of the same design.  Most likely,
little difference will be noticed between a
30”, 32” or 36” valve of the same design.
A discussion of the theory and
derivation of dimensionless performance
curves is beyond the scope of this
paper.  

How were the check valves tested?

Dynamic testing of various axial flow check
valves was conducted at the Delft
Hydraulics Lab in The Netherlands.  The
purpose of this testing was to validate both
steady state and dynamic performance
characteristics of different check valve
designs.  The steady state check valve
characteristics collected during the testing
include flow capacity, pressure recovery
factor and critical velocity for check valves
with different spring configurations.  One
unique aspect of the steady state testing
was the measurement of disc position as a
function of flow rate in both the stroke open
direction and stroking closed evolution.
Although the steady state testing results are
important, this paper will focus on the

results related to dynamic tests.  The
dynamic tests were conducted to generate
dimensional and non-dimensional
performance curves that plot reverse
velocity as a function of system
deceleration. 

Two test loops were used, one for 12”
valves and smaller, the other for valves
between 12” and 32” NPS.  The test loops
are designed to generate variable
deceleration rates of water in the reverse
direction through the installed check valves
after a constant flow rate is established in
the forward flow direction.  This deceleration
is effectuated by means of rapidly
increasing the pressure downstream of the
check valve.  For small bore check valves
the upstream pressure was rapidly
decreased.  Either method closely
duplicates power plant conditions causing
check valve slam during transients. This
paper compares only the tests conducted
using the large bore test loop on 32” valves.

Large Diameter Check Valve Dynamic
Testing

Tests conducted on 32” and 24” axial flow
check valves have been conducted using
the large test loop as illustrated in Figure 5.
This is an open loop with constant upstream
pressure maintained by a head tank.  The
head tank level is maintained constant by
an overflow line and eight centrifugal pumps
taking a suction from a reservoir.
Downstream of the check valve, mounted in
the test section,  is the High Pressure Tank,
followed by a 24” throttle valve used to
adjust flow to a point sufficient to fully open
the check valve.  Flow in the reverse
direction is caused by rapidly pressuring the
high-pressure tank via a fast acting (<0.5
seconds) air valve that is connected to an
Air Reservoir.    The rate of deceleration is
controlled by varying the pressure in the Air
Reservoir (2472 ft3).  During steady state
testing, the Air Reservoir is isolated from the
water filled High Pressure Tank (212 ft3) by
the fast acting air valve.  From an initial



steady state flowing condition, the fast-
acting air valve is opened, rapidly reversing
flow through the check valve. Fluid velocity
and pressure are measured as a function of
time.  The capacity of this test rig is limited
to a deceleration of 65 ft/sec2.  This
dynamic test measures the following
parameters as a function of time:

• flow rate
• disc position using a strain gauge
• upstream pressure (P1)
• downstream pressure (P2)

These parameters are used to calculate

• The fluid velocity gradient dv/dt (ft/sec2 )
• The maximum reverse velocity VR max

(ft/sec)

The test is repeated for a variety of
decelerations.  The complete test is typically
conducted once with the check valve fitted
with relatively weak spring; then repeated
using a stronger spring.   

Dynamic Test Equipment

• Flow rate was measured with an
electromagnetic flowmeter, accuracy +/-
5% of measured value.

• The check valve position was measured
using a strain gauge mounted on one of
the three radial guide assemblies.  On
axial flow designs that utilize a center
guiding stem, instead of a radial guide
assembly, valve position was not
measured.

• Dynamic upstream and downstream
pressures were measured using piezo-
electric pressure transducers, 100 bar
range, 40 kHz frequency and charge
amplifiers with frequency range of 0-180
kHz, accuracy +/- 1%.

 
Presentation of Dynamic Test Results

When evaluating the performance of various
automobiles, criteria such as 0-60 time, top
speed and braking distance are normally

provided corresponding to the specific
model of car along with any performance
enhancing options such as: turbo, larger
engine displacement, body style etc. How
valuable is performance data associated
with only a generic car type such as sports
car, sedan or pickup truck instead of the
specific model?   Would you assume that a
Chevrolet Cavalier offers the same
performance as the Chevrolet Z06
Corvette?  Of course not, any more than
you should assume that all axial flow check
valves offer the same dynamic performance
characteristics.  When using dynamic
performance curves, the design engineer
should ensure they are also provided with
the exact configuration of valve tested and
how the test was conducted.  For each of
the axial flow check valves tested, we have
provided a standardized method to present
the relevant data. Type,
Manufacturer/Model, Size, Vo, Orientation,
Test Medium, Test Method, Drawing of
Valve, Description of Valve and Description
of Test Specifics and provided for each test
conducted.

Since different axial flow designs have
different performance characteristics, we
have tested multiple designs of the same
32” size, Model DRV-G, DRV-B and KRV-B.
We have also tested 12” and 24” DRV-B’s,
see Figure 6.   In addition to NozzleCheck
valve test results we have included dynamic
performance curves for Mokveld 32” Axial
Flow designs (Ref. 7) in addition to swing
check and Duo-Disc designs (Ref.6) .
Although all of the relevant information was
not available, the Mokveld check valve
curves provide a comparison of different
results for valves of the same type.  The test
results of swing checks and Duo-Discs are
offered for use as comparison to axial flow
check valve performance characteristics. 

When testing spring loaded check valve
designs it is critical to identify the specific
spring design used during testing.  The
strength of the spring is one variable, within
one valve’s design, that significantly affects
dynamic performance.  One simple way to



differentiate between spring designs is to
categorize them by the associated Vmin or
V0.  The stronger the spring force, the
higher velocity required to fully open the
valve.  In addition, the closing times are
faster with stronger springs resulting in
lower reverse velocities.   In the testing
conducted on the NozzleChecks at Delft
Hydraulics, we identify the specific spring by
the minimum flow required to fully open the
valve, V0.  It is also important to compare
the steady state velocity prior to the start of
the dynamic test and compare it to the
valve’s V0  value.  The velocity must be
higher than valve’s V0  to fully open the
valve.  Running the test at less than the fully
open position results in lower reverse
velocity values.  Note that the 32” DRV-G
tests were conducted with the valve slightly
less than fully open.  As a general
description, you will sometimes see various
springs identified as weak, medium or
strong.  This general categorization will vary
between different valve manufactures and
can introduce large errors in calculating
pressure surge magnitudes; the actual V0
values should be used when available.  

Type: NozzleCheck
Manufacturer/Model:Entech/NozzleCheck
Model DRV-B 
Size: 32” NPS
Vo -Strong Spring- 8.81 fps
Vo -Weak Spring- 6.1 fps 
Orientation: Horizontal
Test Medium: 66 ˚F Water
Test Loop: Large Bore Loop at Delft
Hydraulics
Dynamic Response Curves and Drawing: 

Figure 7

Description of Valve
This test was conducted using the original
style of DRV-B.  The DRV-B has a single-
piece body with a ring style disc that fits in a

recessed area of the diffuser.  The disc is
acted on by a set of helical springs evenly
spaced around the circumference of the
disc. The DRV-B inlet geometry consists of
inlet vanes that straighten the flow stream
equalizing uneven velocity gradients.  A
cone shaped section in the center of the
inlet directs the flow into the vanes and
gradually away from the center. 

The ring shaped disc provides two fluid
paths past the inner and outer seats.
Relative to a circular disc of the same size
valve, typical of swing checks or axial flow
designs such as the DRV-Z, the DRV-B disc
is smaller and lighter. The disc face remains
perpendicular to the inlet flow direction
throughout the full stroke.  The DRV-B has
a stroke length longer than both the DRV-G
and KRV-B.  There is no stem in this valve
which minimizes the force needed to
overcome the high friction typical of center-
guided designs.  With flow in the reverse
direction and the valve fully open, the
diffuser shields the disc from drag forces
tending to close the valve.  

Description of Test
A graphical representation of the Delft
Hydraulics test results is provided in Figure .
This test was conducted twice, once with
the strong spring and again with the weak
spring.  The initial steady-state velocity prior
to introduction of the transient was 6.23
ft/sec with the weak spring and 8.86 ft/sec
with the strong spring.  Both tests began
with the valve fully open.  The dynamic
characteristic with weak spring was
measured up to a maximum deceleration of
27.13 ft//sec2 corresponding to a backflow
of 2.36 ft/sec.  A maximum deceleration of
54.23 ft/sec2 was generated with the strong
springs installed, resulting in a maximum
backflow of 3.12 ft/sec.  



Type: Axial Flow
Manufacturer/Model:Entech/NozzleCheck
Model KRV-B
Size: 32” NPS
Vo: 6.56 fps
Orientation: Horizontal
Test Medium: 66 ˚F Water
Test Loop: Large Bore Loop at Delft
Hydraulics
Dynamic Response Curves and Drawing: 

Figure 8

Description of Valve
A ring shaped disc, short face-to-face, and
center disc guide characterizes this axial
flow design.  The disc has two seating
surfaces with flow being divided between
inner and outer cavities.  The ring shaped
disc is connected to the concentric shaft via
multiple vanes.  In the fully open position, a
single shaft/bearing interface carries the
weight of the disc.  The disc face remains
perpendicular to inlet flow at all positions
from fully closed to fully open applying
maximum fluid force to the valve obturator.
In the fully open position, the KRV-B disc
area is exposed to maximum fluid drag
forces when flow reverses.  The stroke
length is longer than the 32” DRV-G but
shorter than the DRV-B.

A single helical spring is used to increase
closure speed in addition to providing added
seat load in the closed position.  The
minimum velocity required to fully open the
valve is dependent on the spring design and
will typically vary from a minimum of 3
ft/sec. 

Description of Test

This testing was commissioned to
determine both the resistance coefficient
(CV) and dynamic performance
characteristic for a 32”, ANSI 150 Model
KRV-B.  The valve was dynamically tested
using a spring configuration related to a
Vmin of 6.56 ft/sec with an initial velocity of

7.87 ft/sec.  Testing was repeated 11 times
varying deceleration from 9.3 ft/sec2 to
56.13 ft/sec2.  The maximum backflow
recorded was 2.0 ft/sec.  Valve position was
not measured.

Type: Axial Flow
Manufacturer/Model:Entech NozzleCheck
Model DRV-G
Size: 32” 
Vo -Strong Spring-8.92 fps
Vo -Weak Spring- 6.2 fps
Orientation: Horizontal
Test Medium: 66 ˚F Water
Test Loop: Large Bore Loop at Delft
Hydraulics
Dynamic Response Curves and Drawing: 

Figure 9

Description of Valve
The model DRV-G is similar to the DRV-B.
The main differences are the two piece
body and larger flow area of the DRV-G,
which results in a higher Cv.  There are
differences in the shape of inlet and outlet
flow passages.  As in the DRV-B design,
downstream of the disc is a diffuser that
shields the disc from drag force in the
reverse flow direction when fully open.  The
DRV-G has the shortest stroke length
compared to the DRV-B or KRV-B. 

Description of Test

This test was conducted twice, once with
the strong spring and again with the weak
spring.  The initial steady-state velocity prior
to introduction of the transient was 8.27
ft/sec with the weak spring and 11.81 ft/sec
with the strong spring.  Both tests began
with the valve nearly full open.  The
dynamic characteristic with weak spring was
measured up to a maximum deceleration of
30.74 ft/sec2 corresponding to a backflow of
2.59 ft/sec.  A maximum deceleration of
51.1 ft/sec2 was generated with the strong
springs installed, resulting in a maximum
backflow of 2.52 ft/sec.  



Type: Axial Flow
Model: Mokveld Circular Disk- TKZ-E or
similar.
Size: 32” 
Vo - 6.9 fps
Orientation: Horizontal
Test Medium: Unknown
Test Loop: Unknown, Possibly Large
Bore Loop at Delft Hydraulics
Figure 10

Description of Valve

This model uses a center guided, circular
disc similar to the model DRV-Z design.
The valve has a diffuser that shields the
disc from drag forces in the reverse flow
direction. The flow testing information
comes from Koetzier,  Kruisbrink &  Lavooij
(Ref. 7), which does not provide specific
information regarding the exact
configuration of valve tested.   We have
included these curves to illustrate the wide
range of results obtainable when comparing
axial flow check valves of the same size, but
different types.

Type: Swing Check and Duo-Disc
Model: Unknown
Size: Various 
Vo -Various
Orientation: Horizontal
Test Medium: Water
Test Loop: Analytically determined
based on flow test data.
Figures 11 & 12

Dynamic response curves, Figures 11 and
12, are provided using data from Ellis &
Mualla (Ref. 8) and are based on numerical
modeling used to extend the value of actual
test data.  The values of rv  as a function of

dtdv / are optimistic and should provide the

user with pressure surge magnitudes lower
than actual.  Specific information regarding
the configuration of the tested swing check
or duo-disc is not provided.



DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS

Test results are different for each type of
axial flow check valve tested.  An interesting
point is the difference between the
performance of the DRV-B compared to the
DRV-G.  Even though their designs seem
nearly identical except for the center flange,
the resulting reverse velocity is markedly
less with the DRV-G resulting in a lower
pressure surge .  This is likely due to a
number of factors related the test method
and the valve design.  The DRV-G dynamic
test was conducted with the valve slightly
less than fully open which, provides added
drag force on the disc in the reverse
direction in addition to a shorter stroke
length.  The DRV-G has a larger flow and a
shorter stroke length than the DRV-B.  This
provides for faster closure.  Both the DRV-G
and DRV-B have similar disc geometry and
weight.   

The most interesting result of the testing is
the performance of the model KRV-B.  It
has the longest stroke and heaviest disc but
closes quicker under reverse flow than the
DRV-B or DRV-G.  The KRV-B also has to
overcome the higher friction forces
attributed to a heavier disc sliding along a
center bushing.  The KRV-B spring is
slightly stronger than the weak springs used
for the DRV-B and DRV-G but not enough
to explain the difference in performance.
The reason for the exemplary dynamic
performance is likely due to the disc design.
Since the disc protrudes from the back end
of the valve and is fully exposed to the force
of the reverse flow the drag force is much
higher under reverse flow conditions.  As a
result the disc closes faster, and results in
lower pressure surges than the other
models. 

Comparing the NozzleCheck flow testing to
test results conveyed from (Ref. 7) illustrate
a drastic difference in performance.  The
main difference between the DRV-B, DRV-
G and KRV-B compared to the Mokveld
design is the disc shape.  The Mokveld

design uses a disc and diffuser shape
similar to the NozzleCheck Model DRV-Z. A
circular, center-guided disc is attached to
the stem and recessed in a diffuser as
illustrated in Figure 10.  The weight of this
disc is higher than that of a ring style of the
same size, there is also a large bearing
surface that adds a frictional force
component that is much higher than the
DRV-B or DRV-G designs. During a reverse
flow condition, flow is diverted away from
the backside of the disc by the diffuser,
similar to the DRV-B and DRV-G.  There is
effectively no drag force on the disc until it
leaves the fully open position. 

HOW TO CALCULATE PRESSURE
SURGE USING DYNAMIC RESPOSNE
CURVES

Nomenclature:

p∆ =  Transient pressure surge (psig)
a =   Wave propagation speed (ft/s)
ρ =   Fluid density (lb/ft3)

1p =  Operating line pressure (psig)

allowablep = Maximum allowable pressure in
the line (psig)

rv =  Reverse velocity through the header
at the instant of disc closure (ft/s)
g =  Gravity (ft/s2)

transientp = Downstream line pressure at
valve closure (psig)
K =  Bulk modulus (lbf/ft2)
D =  Pipe diameter (ft)
E =  Young’s modulus of elasticity (lbf/ft2)
e=   Pipe wall thickness (ft)
φ =   Restraint factor (for simplicity, this
parameter is assumed to be equal to 1)

When selecting a check valve for systems
susceptible to water hammer the resulting
pressure surge due to rapid valve closure
should be predicted.  Once predicted, it is
combined with the line pressure to
determine the maximum pressure that will
occur during a transient.  This resultant



maximum pressure should be less that the
maximum allowable system pressure to
ensure safe operation.

There are two parameters that are required
to determine the maximum transient
pressure:

a) The deceleration of the flow dtdv /
b) The line pressure 1p

Deceleration, related to check valve
dynamic performance, is typically defined as
rate of change in velocity with time of the
fluid at the check valve outlet.  This is
measured or calculate from the time velocity
begins to decay after a pump trip until the
initial check valve closure.  This
deceleration is nearly constant over the
entire period.  We calculated an average

dtdv / value for each of the testing in (Ref
1,2,3,4.)

In simple systems, deceleration can be
readily determined.  For complex systems, a
computer analysis is needed to determine
the fluid deceleration.  

There are two methods that can be used for
check valve selection or evaluation.  Method
1 is used if transient deceleration is known.
Method two is used in lieu of having
deceleration but requires the engineer to
know maximum transient pressure as well
as access to dynamic performance curves
for the installed valve.  The first would be
used to select a valve based on the known
parameters of the system prior to installing
the valve. 

METHOD 1

The resultant pressure surge due to valve
closure can be calculated using the
Joukowski Formula:

ravp ρ±=∆ (1)

However, gravity and a unit conversion
must be incorporated into the equation to

make the units work.  For application, the
equation becomes:

g
avp r

144
ρ±

=∆ (2)

Where:

p∆ = Pressure change, surge (psig)
a = Wave propagation speed (ft/s)
ρ = Fluid density (lb/ft3)

1p = Operating line pressure (psig)

allowablep = Maximum allowable
pressure in the line (psig)
rv = Reverse velocity of the system

(ft/s)
g = Gravity (ft/s2)

transientp = Downstream line pressure
at valve closure (psig)

The following steps can be used to assist in
selecting a check valve for a particular
system.  

1) Determine either analytically or through
computer simulation, the deceleration

dtdv / , through the subject check valve
as a result of a system transient causing
the closure of the check valve.  This can
be calculated assuming no check valve
in the line.

2) Determine what the wave propagation
speed and fluid density are for the
systems particular media, a and fp .
To assist with determining wave
propagation speed, a , refer to the
following basic formula for thin walled
pipes:















 +

−

= φρ
Ee
D

K
a

1
2/1

(3)
Refer to Figure 13 for reference:



3) Establish the maximum allowable
pressure surge for the system based on
the piping and component design
limitations.  Maximum allowable line
pressure.  ( ) allowableppp =∆+1  

4) Calculate, using the Joukowski Formula,
the maximum allowable reverse velocity
of the system ( rv ).

ρa
pvr

∆=

5) Evaluate check valve performance
curves, such as those provided at the
end of this report, to determine which
meet the systems reverse velocity
requirements.  Locating the rv  on the y-
axis and tracing a horizontal line does
this.  Then, locate the dtdv / value and
trace a vertical line.  Any check valve
performance curves that intercept the
vertical line between the x-axis and the
horizontal rv  line will meet the
requirements.

 
EXAMPLE 1

In designing a new system, consider there
are three pumps operating in parallel,
discharging into a common header.  A
check valve is required immediately after
each pump discharge.  Assume an ANSI
150# 12” valve is required.  The media
being pumped is ambient temperature
demineralized water through stainless steel
piping.  The operating pressure is
approximately 100 psig, with maximum
allowable system pressure of 200 psig.  The
calculated deceleration of the system is 40
ft/s2 during a single pump trip with the
remaining two running.  The System
Engineer is in the process of evaluating the
system for possible check valve options.
Refer to Figure 13 for the wave propagation
value. 

Known:
a = 4150 ft/s

ρ = 62.4 lb/ft3

g = 32.2 ft/s2

p∆ = 100 psig

(1) Determine maximum allowable rv
using the Joukowski Formula:

( )( )( )
( )( )41504.62

2.32144100=rv   

sftvr /79.1=

(2) Evaluate which check valves would
meet this reverse velocity requirement
based on a deceleration of 40 ft/s2 during a
pump trip.  Compare the available dynamic
performance curves of potential
replacement check valves.  Assume that the
only check valve models evaluated as
potential replacements are 12” DRV-B axial
flow valves, standard swing checks and
duo-disc valves.

a) Refer to Figure 14 in the reference
section of this report.  At 40 ft/s2 the 12”
DRV-B has a reverse velocity of
approximately 0.9 ft/s with a weak spring
and 0.24 ft/s with a strong spring.  Both will
meet the reverse velocity requirement of
this system.

b) Refer to Figure 14 in the reference
section of this report.  At 40 ft/s2, the 12”
Swing Check Valve has a reverse velocity
of approximately 8.8 ft/s.  This valve will not
meet the reverse velocity requirement.

c) Refer to Figure 14 in the Reference
section of his report.  At 40 ft/s2, the 12”
Duo-Check Valve has a reverse velocity of
approximately 5.2 ft/s.  This valve will not
meet the reverse velocity requirement.

(3) Based on the system specifications, the
calculations performed and the graphical
evaluations, the DRV-B Check Valve is the
only design suitable for this application.
METHOD 2



The second method is used when the
deceleration of the system associated with a
particular transient is not known.  The
dynamic performance curve of the installed
valve and the maximum downstream
pressure level during check valve closure
must be known.  This method allows the
user to estimate the system deceleration
based on how the installed check valve
reacts to rapidly changing conditions
compared to results from past dynamic flow
testing.  Although not as accurate as
method 1, this will provide the engineer with
a means to evaluate various check valve
designs without having to build a hydraulic
model of a complicated system.  The
following steps would be used.  

(1) Once again, use the Joukowski
Formula to calculate the reverse velocity
associated with the installed valve at the
subject transient.

(2) Using the performance curve for the
installed check valve, the system’s

dtdv / associated with a specific check
valve closure time can be determined.
Draw a horizontal line from the rv  value on
the y-axis to the point where it intersects the
curve.  Then, from the intersecting point on
the curve, draw a vertical line to the x-axis.
This will determine the dtdv / of the system.

(3) Continue with Step 2 of Method 1
described above.   

EXAMPLE 2

A pump discharge, swing check valve in the
Low Pressure Safety Injection (LPSI)
system (Ref. 10) is causing damage to
system components when the pump is
tripped.  After pump trip, resulting pressure
surge is exceeding the design limitation of
system components upstream and
downstream of the check valve. The Design
Engineer is faced with the task of identifying
a replacement valve that would prevent
these surges from occurring.  The existing
Swing Check Valve has a diameter of 12”.

Based on measurements taken, the
pressure surge experienced when the pump
trips is 174 psig.  The maximum allowable
pressure surge based on system design is
100 psig

Known:
a = 4150 ft/s
ρ = 62.4 lb/ft3

g = 32.2 ft/s2

p∆ = 174 psig
Desired p∆  = 100 psi

iD  = 12”

(1) First determine what the reverse
velocity is for the existing valve.  Use the
Joukowski Formula:

( )( )( )
( )( )41504.62

2.32144174=rv

sftvr /12.3=

(2) The next step is to determine what
the reverse velocity should be to achieve
the desired pressure surge.  Again, use the
Joukowski Formula:

( )( )( )
( )( )41504.62

2.3214420=rv

sftvr /36.0=

(3) Now that the required rv  is known,
the next step is to review the performance
curve for the installed check valve and
determine what is the system’s dtdv / .

(4) Refer again to Figure 14 provided in
the Reference section for the performance
curve for a Swing Check Valve.  By using

sftvr /12.3= and the curve, it can be
determined that the system’s dtdv / is
approximately 21 ft/s2. 

(5) The next step is to determine which
check valve will produce the desired reverse
velocity of  sftvr /36.0=  at the system’s



dtdv / of 21 ft/s2.   Knowing the dtdv / of the
system, and the size of the desired valve, it
is only a matter of reviewing the different
check valve curves.

(6) Refer again to Figure 14 for the
performance curve for the Duo-Check valve.
For a dtdv / of 21 ft/s2, a 12” Duo-Check
Valve will produce a reverse velocity of 2.5
ft/s. 

(7) Refer again to Figure 14 provided in
the Reference section for the performance
curve for the DRV-B Check Valve.  For a

dtdv / of 21 ft/s2, a 12” DRV-B Check Valve
will produce a reverse velocity of 0.32 ft/s
with a weak spring and 0.26 ft/s with a
strong spring.  

(8) Based on this evaluation, a 12”
DRV-B Check Valve with a weak or strong
spring would reduce the pressure surge to
acceptable levels.

CONCLUSION

This extensive testing completed on the
DRV-B, KRV-B and DRV-G axial flow
designs should offer the Design
Engineer a valuable tool when exploring
methods to mitigate the adverse affects
of pressure surge.  It is apparent that
dynamic performance curves as stand-
alone documents, without a detailed
description of both the valve and test
methodology, tell only half the story.
Within the family of axial flow check
valves there are an assortment of
designs available that offer various
advantages to the end user.  With
regard to dynamic performance, each
design reacts differently to rapid
deceleration of fluid and produces
pressure waves of varying magnitudes.
Hopefully the information within this
paper can be used as a tool to select
the most economical design to mitigate
pressure surge and improve the
accuracy of system hydraulic analysis.
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Figure 1.

Velocity and Pressure History after a pump trip, downstream of the discharge check valve.
The “A” check valve closes faster, with a lower VR1, and much smaller pressure rise.  The
“B” check valve closer slower, with a higher VR2, resulting in a higher pressure rise.

Intake Bay

Typical Parallel Pump Cooling System



Figure 2.



RHR Waterhammer Test Instumentaion

Figure 3.

Recordings of Dynamic Test Data for Large Bore Axial Flow Check Valves

Figure 4. 
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Figure 5.

DRV-B Check Valve Performance Graphs

Figure 6.
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Figure 7.

Figure 8.

Type: Axial Flow
Manufacturer/Model: Entech/NozzleCheck Model KRV-B
Size: 32” NPS
Vo: 6.56 fps
Orientation: Horizontal
Test Medium: 66 °F Water
Test Loop: Large Bore Loop at Delft Hydraulics

32" KRV-B Performance Graph
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Type: NozzleCheck
Manufacturer/Model: Entech/NozzleCheck
Model DRV-B 
Size: 32” NPS
Vo -Strong Spring- 8.81 fps
Vo -Weak Spring- 6.1 fps 
Orientation: Horizontal
Test Medium: 66 °F Water
Test Loop: Large Bore 

              Loop at Delft Hydraulics
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Figure 9.

Figure 10.

Type: Axial Flow
Manufacturer/Model: Entech NozzleCheck Model DRV-G
Size: 32” NPS
Vo -Strong Spring-8.92 fps
Vo -Weak Spring- 6.2 fps
Orientation: Horizontal
Test Medium: 66 °F Water
Test Loop: Large Bore Loop at Delft Hydraulics

 32" DRV-G Performance Graph for Weak and Strong Springs
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Type: Axial Flow
Model: Mokveld Circular Disk- TKZ-E or similar.
Size: 32” NPS
Vo - 6.9 fps
Orientation: Horizontal
Test Medium: Unknown
Test Loop: Unknown, Possibly Large Bore Loop at Delft Hydraulics

 32" Mokveld Performance Graph
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Figure 11.

Duo-Check Valve Performance Graph

Figure 12.
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Figure 13.

Figure 14.

Wave Propagation Speed for Water in Stainless Steel Pipe
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Overlap of Performance Curves for Multiple Check Valve Types
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Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

Objectives of Paper 

The technical paper entitled 

“Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing-Using Test Results to Select 

the Optimum Valve Design”

will be published in the Proceedings of the

“Seventh NRC/ASME Symposium on Valve and Pump Testing.”

To obtain a copy, please forward a request to:

enertech@et.curtisswright.com
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Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

Objectives of Paper 

• Introduce check valve dynamic testing 

methods

•Present results of dynamic testing

• Illustrate multiple methods to 

calculate pressure surge

•Compare dynamic performance of 

different style axial flow designs
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Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

Presentation Outline

•Purpose of Dynamic Testing

•Test Methodology

•Presentation of Data

•How to use the curves

•Conclusion
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Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

Purpose of Dynamic Testing

ravp ρ±=∆

p∆ = Pressure change (psig)

ρ = Fluid density (lb/ft3)

rv = Reverse velocity of the system (ft/s)

a = Wave propagation speed (ft/s)
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Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

Purpose of Dynamic Testing
Dynamic Testing is required to establish a relationship 
between vr and system deceleration.

• Deceleration is defined as the average change in velocity from the time a 
pump is tripped until the check valve closes.

• Deceleration is a function of system configuration.
• Deceleration of fluid is caused by increasing downstream pressure or 

decreasing upstream pressure.

Velocity 0

-

+

Time

Same valve, different decelerations

0

-

+
Velocity

Disc 
Position

100% Open
Disc Closed

α
dv/dt=tan α

Time

vr
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Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

Testing Methodology
•Steady State Testing

–Resistance Coefficient(Kfactor)

–Stroke vs. KFactor

–Pressure Recovery Factor

–Critical Velocity (Vo)

–Friction vs. stroke direction

•Dynamic Testing
–Multiple Decelerations

–Multiple Spring Strengths

–Rapid Upstream Pressurization 

or Downstream Venting
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Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

Testing Methodology

Large Bore Test Loop-Downstream Pressurization

Overflow
to Supply
Reservoir

79 ft

Flowmeter

Test Section

Control
Valve

Vent

Air 
ValveAir Reservoir

High 
Pressure

Tank

Head Tank

Overflow
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Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

Example of one Large Bore Test Run
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Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

Small Bore Test Loop-Upstream Venting

Flowmeter

Test Section

Control
Valve

Head Tank

Air Tank
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Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

Example of one Small Bore Test Run
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Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

Example Pressure Surge Calculation Using Lab Data

Actual Result: 

Vr=0.71m/s, 

Pressure Surge= 9 bar

Conversion: 2.32 ft/s, 130 psi,

Calculated Result:

∆p=a * ρ * vr

∆p=4250ft/s * 62.3lb/ft3 * 2.32ft/s * s2/32ft * ft2/144in2

∆p=125.5 psi = 9.1 bar

Difference: Actual vs. Calculated- 9 bar vs. 9.1 bar = ~1% difference 
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Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

Presentation of Data

Five Different Axial Flow Valve Types Tested

•32” Split Body, Ring Style Disc

•32” One-Piece Body, Ring Style Disc

•32” Wafer Body Style, Ring Style Disc

•24” High Flow, One-Piece Body, Ring Style Disc

•12” One-Piece Body, Ring Style Disc Test

14

Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

32” Split Body, Ring Style Disc

Type: Axial Flow
Manufacturer/Model: Entech NozzleCheck Model DRV-G
Size: 32” NPS
Vo -Strong Spring-8.92 fps
Vo -Weak Spring- 6.2 fps
Orientation: Horizontal
Test Medium: 66 °F Water
Test Loop: Large Bore Loop at Delft Hydraulics

 32" DRV-G Performance Graph for Weak and Strong Springs
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Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

32” One-Piece Body, Ring Style Disc

Type: NozzleCheck
Manufacturer/Model: Entech/NozzleCheck
Model DRV-B 
Size: 32” NPS
Vo -Strong Spring- 8.81 fps
Vo -Weak Spring- 6.1 fps 
Orientation: Horizontal
Test Medium: 66 °F Water
Test Loop: Large Bore 
Loop at Delft Hydraulics

DRV-B Performance Graph for Weak and Strong Spring
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Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

32” Wafer Body Style, Ring Style Disc

Type: Axial Flow
Manufacturer/Model: Entech/NozzleCheck Model KRV-B
Size: 32” NPS
Vo: 6.56 fps
Orientation: Horizontal
Test Medium: 66 °F Water
Test Loop: Large Bore Loop at Delft Hydraulics

32" KRV-B Performance Graph
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Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

Type: Axial Flow
Model: Mokveld Circular Disk- TKZ-E or similar.
Size: 32” NPS
Vo - 6.9 fps
Orientation: Horizontal
Test Medium: Unknown
Test Loop: Unknown, Possibly Large Bore Loop at Delft Hydraulics

 32" Mokveld Performance Graph
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Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

32" Axial Flow Check Valve Comparison(V0=6-7 fps)
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Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

DRV-B Type

Presentation of Data
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Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

32" Axial Flow Check Valve Comparison(V0=6-7 fps)
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Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

DRV-G Type

Presentation of Data
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Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

32" Axial Flow Check Valve Comparison(V0=6-7 fps)
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Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

KRV-B Type

Presentation of Data
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Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

32" Axial Flow Check Valve Comparison(V0=6-7 fps)
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Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

DRV-Z Type
Presentation of Data
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Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

Using the Test Results
If you know the deceleration and want to evaluate the 
resultant pressure surge with different check valves 
installed...

dv/dt(ft/s2)

Dynamic Characteristic Curve

Reverse 
Velocity(ft/s) Valve 1

Establish maximum allowable Vr using ravp ρ±=∆

Valve 2
Valve 3
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Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

Using the Test Results
If you know the magnitude of pressure surge associated with 
a specific event but don’t know the deceleration and want to 
calculate the effect of potential valve replacement...

dv/dt(ft/s2)

Dynamic Characteristic Curve

Reverse 
Velocity(ft/s)

1.  Estimate Deceleration
ravp ρ±=∆

Installed
Valve 

2.  Calculate Vr and pressure surge with replacement valve

Potential
Replacement Valve

28

Axial Flow Check Valve Dynamic Testing
Enertech

Conclusion

• Dynamic Testing Data is 

Essential to Accurately Predict 

Pressure Surge

• Test Date Exists for Numerous 

Check Valve Designs

• Valves of the Same General 

Type Have Vastly Different 

Dynamic Performance 
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Abstract

Older style swing and split butterfly check valves have been used for many years to
provide check valve capability on the outlets of power plant pumps.  Detailed high-
speed measurements were taken of the water hammer effects due to a swing type
check valve closing due to a pump trip on a multi-pump flow manifold.  Detailed
measurements were later made with a nozzle check valve installed on the same
system.   Comparisons were made between the two valve types in terms of time to
close, peak discharge and suction pressures and pump speed at closure.

The Problem

Older style swing check valves were installed in the outlets of two low-pressure safety
injection (LPSI) pumps, feeding a common outlet header.  Normally when shifting
pumps, the pump to be stopped was decreased in flow to minimize the check valve
slam effects.  However, on rare occasion a pump would trip under normal flow
conditions.  The resulting water hammer effects were significant, causing permanent
deflections in piping support structure.  As a result, a comprehensive test program was
initiated to provide data supporting increased piping support structure.  The measured
results also prompted the investigation of alternate valve types, one of which was later
installed.  After installation of the new valves the same series of tests were run, with
lessor instrumentation due to the expectation of significantly reduced water hammer
effects.

An ideal check valve should have three principle properties:
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• valve closure at zero flow
• low moving mass
• short moving distance

The first minimizes water hammer by closing at the time the flow has transitioned from
outlet flow to reverse flow.  The second and third properties contribute to rapid closure
times, minimizing the time for reverse flow to build.

The classic swing valve does not start to close until reverse flow is established.  The
moving mass is large and moves through a significant arc to closure.  All contribute to
large water hammer effects by closing well after the reverse flow has been established,
the water hammer being caused by the pressure wave necessary to negate the fluid
motion.

System Configuration

Figure (1) shows the general layout of the pumping and instrumentation system.

Figure (1):  General Test Layout

The LPSI pumps shown in Figure (1) have the following properties:
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pump: model 8x21AL single stage horizontal centrifugal pump
design flow: 3000 GPM

maximum flow rate: 4500 GPM
design head: 300 ft.

nominal pump speed: 1780 RPM
suction piping: 14 inch OD, 0.25 inch wall

discharge piping: 10.75 inch OD, 0.25 inch wall

The check valve was a 10 inch ANSI 300 lb. single element swing type as shown in
Figure (2).

Figure (2):  Swing Check Valve

Instrumentation System

The keys to successful instrumentation for check valve testing is two-fold:

• time response of the transducers
• bandwidth of the recorders

For the initial swing valve testing, there was a concern about the loading on the piping
support by the water hammer shocks.  As a result, an extensive suit of sensors was
employed to measure the force on piping supports, motion of piping elements, and
system transient pressures.  The types and numbers of transducers are shown in Table
(1).
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Table (1):  Test Sensors

Sensor Type Number 
Used

Locations

key phasor laser 1 pump shaft
accelerometer piezoelectric 1 check valve body
pressure piezoresistive

strain gage
5 suction, discharge and header piping

velocity integrating
piezoelectric

6 piping

displacement eddy current 3 piping and support structure
displacement optical tracker 1 piping support structure
strain film strain gage 3 piping support structure

The accelerometer had a natural frequency of 35 kHz with a range, at +/- 5%, of 3 to 10
kHz,  The acceleration range was +/- 300 g.

The pressure transducers had a natural frequency of 200 kHz with a pressure range of
0 to 500 psia.  Combined non-linearity, hysteresis and repeatability were +/- 5 psi with
overpressure capability to 750 psia and burst pressure of 1500 psi.  The pressure
transducers were statically calibrated before and after valve testing to ensure stability.

The velocity sensors had a maximum range of +/- 50 in/sec.  The eddy current
displacement sensors had a range of 0-1 inch and a frequency range of 0 to 50 kHz.

All signals were recorded on analog tape recorders with bandwidths of 0 to 50 kHz.
Data was transcribed from the tape to digital form by a multi-channel analog to digital
converter operating at a scan frequency of 50 kHz (scan interval of 20 micro seconds).
As an example of the accuracy effect of scan rate, the pulses from the laser key phasor
occur at intervals of 0.337 seconds (1780 RPM).  The result of the scan frequency
would therefore represent less then an error of 1 RPM in the measurement.

In addition to the described data recording system, a four-channel digital storage
oscilloscope with a built in plotter was used to provide realtime data.  This allowed
immediate evaluation of the data to avoid risk to the plant piping system.

Flow Model Correction

The pressure transducer for the pump outlet pressure was not mounted directly on the
pump outlet but on a vent opening on the pump outlet header.  The header was 9.4 feet
above the pump outlet with 14.6 feet of 10 inch schedule 20 stainless steel pipe, one
gate valve and one check valve between the pump and pressure transducer.  A
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commercial flow code (AFT Fathom) was used to model the steady state pressure
difference as a function of configuration and flow rate.  Figure (3) shows a comparison
of measured pump performance versus flow rate as a check on the accuracy of the
measurements and flow model.  The computed pressure differential (between the
pressure transducer location and the pump outlet) was used in later data reduction to
correct the pressure readings to the pump outlet location.

Figure (3):  LPSI Pump Performance

Swing Valve Test Data

The most severe pump trip water hammer occurred at a flow rate of 1500 GPM (vice
550 GPM or 850 GPM tests run earlier).  Testing at 2000 GPM was not run because of
the severity of the pressure surges measured at 1500 GPM.  The first channel reduced
was the key phasor to determine relative pump trip time.  The measured pump speed
prior to pump trip was 1789 RPM (vs. the spec value of 1780 RPM).  The measured
(from the key phasor data) pump trip time was 0.3280 seconds after the start of the
digitized window of data.  It should be noted that the “zero” time was arbitrary and
represented the beginning of the eight second “digitizer window” used to digitize the
data.  The “digitizer window” was set to capture the pump trip within the first second of
digitization, providing at least seven seconds of detailed high speed information on the
flow system reaction to the pump trip.

Figure (4) shows the discharge pressure as a function of time.  Pump trip time is shown
as 0.3280 seconds.
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Figure (4):  Pump Discharge Pressure

Figure (5) expands the time scale after the first reaction at 1.1650 seconds with a
second reaction at 1.3380 seconds.  The initial reaction shows high frequency high
amplitude waves consistent with water hammer phenomena resulting from a rapid
blockage of reverse flow by the check valve

Figure (5):  Pump Discharge Pressure
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Figure (6) shows the trace from the accelerometer mounted on the swing check valve
body.  The major shocks at 1.1630 and 1.3360 seconds are 0.002 seconds earlier then
the pressure events downstream.  The time differential and distance would indicate a
wave speed of 4,220 ft/sec, not inconsistent with the computed wave speed in this pipe
size [4180 ft/sec, Reference (1)].

Figure (6):  Pump Accelerometer Output

Figure (7) shows an expansion of the time around the first shock.  Note the increase in
vibration at 1.1530 seconds prior to the major shock at 1.1630 seconds.  If this is
interpreted as motion of the valve it indicates an extremely short period of valve motion
(0.010 seconds).

Figure (7):  Pump Accelerometer Output
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Figure (8) shows the pump suction pressure.  The time of first change coincides with the
first pressure surge in the discharge line and the second event coincides closely with
the second event in accelerometer and discharge pressure.  The pressure shown in
Figure (8) is typical of traces for a separated flow column with high pressure spikes
occurring at column recombination.

Figure (8):  Pump Accelerometer Output

The remainder of the data set showed large pipe motion and high structural loading of
the support system.  As a result, the decision was made to install in-line nozzle check
valves to reduce transient loading on the piping system.

Replacement Valve Characteristics

The replacement check valve chosen was a Mannesmann 10 inch model DRV-G in-line
nozzle check valve, ANSI B16.5, class 300 pound with a CV of 2900 GPM.  Figure (9)
shows a cutaway of the type of valve installed.  The upper portion shows the valve in
the open position, the bottom shows the valve in the closed position.  Flow would move
from left to right.

It was anticipated that this type of valve would minimize the water hammer effects due
to its impact on the three “ideal” check valve properties.  The flow pressure acting
against a valve spring, to open the valve, addresses the first consideration, valve
closure at zero flow.  Just prior to flow reversal the spring force should overcome the
flow force on the face of the moving portion of the valve.  This should provide closure
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very close to the zero flow condition.  In addition the moving mass of the valve is greatly
reduced, as is the range of motion needed to close the valve.

Figure (9):  In-Line Nozzle Valve

In-Line Nozzle Valve Test Data

The pump trip testing was re-run after the installation of the new valves.  The test set-up
was identical to the original set-up used for the swing valve testing valve testing with the
following exceptions.

• substitution of the in-line nozzle check valve in place of the swing check valve
• the system pressure was lower in the second series due to plant line-ups and

system status

The instrumentation suit was considerably smaller than previously used because of the
anticipation that the piping system reaction would be minimal.  The laser key phasor
was again used as the timing fiducial for the pump trip time.  Pre-trip pump speed was
measured as 1790 RPM with pump trip time of 0.4090 seconds into the 8 second
digitized data window.  Figure (10) shows the discharge pressure for the 8 second
window.  
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Figure (10):  Pump Discharge Pressure

Figure (11) shows a time expansion over the first 1.3 seconds of the window.  Note that
the pressure peak at valve closure (0.9200 second) is barely back up to the pre-trip
level.  

Figure (11):  Pump Discharge Pressure
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Figure (12) is the suction pressure of the pump over the 8 second data window.

Figure (12):  Pump Suction Pressure

Figure (13) is a time expansion of the first 1.4 seconds of the data window.  The most
severe pressure oscillations occur at valve closure (0.9200 seconds).

Figure (13):  Pump Suction Pressure
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Figure (14) is the accelerometer on the valve case.  In the case of the inline nozzle
check valves, it was anticipated that the valve slam levels would be very low so no scale
factor on the accelerometer was carried.  However, it should be noted that the signature
of the accelerometer at valve closure (0.9200 seconds) is barely above the pre-trip
noise level of the pump vibration.

Figure (14):  Check Valve Accelerometer

Figure (15) is the time expansion of the accelerometer trace for the first 1.5 seconds of
the data window and shows the valve closure at 0.9200 seconds.

Figure (15):  Check Valve Accelerometer
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Data Comparisons and Conclusions

Table (2) shows a comparison of pertinent parameters, comparing the performance of
the swing type check valve to the in-line nozzle valve.

Table (2):  Comparison Values

Parameter Swing
Valve

In-Line
Nozzle Valve

pre-trip RPM 1789 1790
pre-trip discharge pressure (psia) at transducer 381.13 201.80
pre-trip suction pressure (psia) 219.59 38.91
pre-trip pressure(1) differential across pump (psi) 168.47 169.82
time from trip to valve closure (sec) 0.8350 0.5110
peak discharge pressure(2) after closure (psia) 542.23 202.00
peak suction pressure after closure (psia) 758.93 63.85
pump speed at valve closure (RPM) 1157 1333
maximum pressure rise above pre-trip in discharge (psi) 161.10 0.20
maximum pressure rise above pre-trip in suction (psi) 539.34 24.94
pressure pulse from valve closure (psi) 249.82 49.56

Note: (1) 6.93 psi has been added to the discharge pressure to correct for the
transducer location relative to the pump discharge.

(2) The measured peak values for the swing valve discharge has been
corrected for transducer pipe resonance (see explanation below).

It was postulated that the high frequency large amplitude pulses in the discharge header
measured during the swing valve testing were due to ringing in the transducer
connection piping.  Per Reference (1), the cycle time for an impulse in a pipe was given
as:

4 L/a  =  cycle time (1)
where:

L  = pipe length (ft)
a  = speed of wave propagation (ft/sec) 

The transducer pipe length was 2.57 feet with a wave speed computed, for the
transducer pipe, of 4424 ft/sec.  This would result in a predicted cycle time of 0.00232
seconds.  The average measured cycle time for the first twenty cycles of discharge
pressure oscillations for the swing valve data was 0.00227 seconds.  With this
confirmation of the postulated transducer pipe effect, the average of the first twenty
cycles, computed at 542.23 psia, was used as the actual discharge pressure shown in
Table (2).
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Table (2) clearly demonstrates that the in-line nozzle check valve closes more quickly
after pump trip (0.5110 seconds versus 0.8350 seconds), and as a result generates
considerably lower water hammer pressure pulses (49.56 psi versus 249.82 psi) in the
pump discharge header.  It is postulated that this faster closure time is much nearer to
the zero velocity flow condition in the valve and therefore generates considerably low
pressure waves in the piping system.  On the suction side, the pressure trace [Figure
(8)] exhibits the classic form of a separated flow column, caused by the rapid valve
closure against a fluid stream already moving upstream from the check valve because
of the decreasing pump head.  The resulting high pressure surge of 539.34 psi is the
most extreme encountered in this series of testing.

The measured discharge pressure rises were compared to those provided by the simple
scaling laws provided in Reference (1).

g
VaH ∆−=∆ (2)

where:

∆H  = pressure surge in feet of head
a  = wave propagation speed (ft/sec) 
V  = flow velocity through valve (ft/sec)
g  = gravitation constant (ft/sec)

The original fluid velocity in the discharge header is 5.83 ft/sec at 1500 GPM.  Table (3)
gives the computed values of reverse velocity predicted by the above relationship.

Table (3):  Reverse Velocity Scaling

Parameter Swing Valve In-Line Nozzle Valve
∆H (ft) 536.01 114.40

a (ft/sec) 4180 4180
∆V (ft/sec) -4.13 -0.881

If the transition from a plus velocity of 5.83 ft/sec to a negative velocity of –4.13 ft/sec
were linear in time, then the time to zero velocity (and, therefore, zero pressure pulse)
would be:

sec489.08350.0
13.483.5

83.5 =







+
=ot (3)

The swing check valve shows a difference of 0.346 seconds where the in-line nozzle
check valve shows a difference of 0.022 seconds.  The ideal valve would close at
exactly 0.489 seconds to preclude a pressure pulse.
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The final conclusion is that a check valve which has a short stroke, low moving mass,
and closes close to the point of zero flow velocity, will produce the lowest water hammer
pressure surge.  Per the data previously presented, the in-line nozzle check valve
tested is close to the desired properties and produces very low values of pressure
pulses, a definite advantage to the related piping system.
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for use in Nuclear Power Applications

ASME Section III, Safety-Related, Commercial

Form No. ___

Model DRV-Z and ERV-Z
• High capacity valve for small bore applications

- Size: 3/4” to 10”
- ANSI Pressure Class: 150 -2500
- End Connections: socket weld, buttweld, flange
- Drop-in replacement for standard swing check valves
- Available in standard short F-F dimensions

Model KRV
• Wafer style valve with short face-to-face dimensions

- Size: 1” to 10”
- ANSI Pressure Class: 150 -2500
- End Connections: wafer
- Short face-to-face makes it an excellent drop-in

replacement for duo check valves
- Lightweight, economical, tight shutoff design

Model KRV-B
• Short face-to-face for large bore applications

- Size: 12” to 72”
- ANSI Pressure Class: 150 -2500
- End Connections: flange, lug wafer, wafer, buttweld
- Drop-in replacement for obsolete large bore duo check valves
- Excellent dynamic performance

Model DRV-B and ERV-B
• High flow for large bore applications

- Size: 10” to 88”
- ANSI Pressure Class: 150 -2500
- End Connections: flange, buttweld
- High Cv and excellent dynamic performance
- Ring-style disc for low friction cycling

Axial Flow Control Valves
• Designed for dirty, high capacity, severe service

applications
- Size: 6” to 48”
- ANSI Pressure Class: 150 -2500
- End Connections: Flange
- Balanced design to reduce torque requirements

Support Services
• Outage Services

- Field inspection, maintenance and repair
- Site-specific O&M training

• Enertech Applications Engineering
• Spare Parts

KRV-B

DRV-Z

KRV

DRV-B



NOZZLECHECK valve
vertically oriented and
located above elbow.

The NOZZLECHECK valve was first developed and
patented in 1935 to mitigate system damage
caused by water hammer.  The first NOZZLECHECK

valve was installed in a nuclear plant in 1972
to eliminate damaging transients caused by Main
Feed pump trips.  Since that time, over 800
NOZZLECHECKS have been selected to replace
conventional check valve designs in the most
challenging nuclear plant applications.

The NOZZLECHECK valve has been manufactured  under Enertech’s
N-Stamp and Appendix B Program in support of the Nuclear Indus-
try since 1992.  ASME Section III Class 1, 2, and 3, safety-related
and commercial valves are available as a cost-effective alterna-
tive to resolving issues such as:

• Accelerated wear of swing checks and dual plate check
valves caused by disc oscillation at low flow

• Frequent maintenance required due to soft seat degradation
by check valves using elastomers to obtain tight shutoff

• Minimizing weight and face-to-face dimensions on new
check valve applications

• Obsolescence of first-generation check valve designs
• Water hammer as a result of pump trips
• Water hammer caused by gas recoil after pump start evolutions
• Packing and bonnet leakage

• LLRT and seat leakage test failures due to slam-induced
seat degradation and misalignment

• The need to function in horizontal,
vertical-flow-up or vertical-flow-down
applications

Special designs available:
• Normally open NOZZLECHECK valves for
Auxiliary Feed Pump Turbine Steam Supply applications to

eliminate wear induced in swing checks due to fluctuating steam
generator pressures

• External position indication to support ISI/IST programs
• Soft-seat options for low pressure seat leakage requirements
• Vacuum breakers for Service Water and HPCI/RCIC Turbine Exhaust

Enertech
2950 Birch Street

Brea, CA 92821 USA
enertech@et.curtisswright.com

www.enertech.ws
Fax 714-528-0128

Phone 714-528-2301

NOZZLECHECK valves
installed in cooling
system at
nuclear
power
plant in
France.

NOZZLECHECK valve in
Service Water System at
River Bend NPP.
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for use in Nuclear Power Applications

ASME Section III, Safety-Related, Commercial
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